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ANTAGONIST OR PROTAGONIST

BY JOHATHAN HOWARD

He arrives home and turns on the tunes,
Kills a little time before beginning his daily routine,
Goes to the cookie jar and gets some candy,
He has a sweet tooth,
He pours a drink,
Relaxes and rides the waves,
The candy begins to take effect,
A sugar high,
As he laughs at what he thinks is a funny sitcom,
He is unaware of the candy’s danger,
It’s from a small village in Columbia,
This candy can be sweet and sour,

He falls over,
Unconscious as his life is fading away,
The candy has won,
His life is a game,
But then...
He comes to,
His life was almost gone,
In an instant,
He is forever changed by the experience,
No more candy for our guy,
His life is no longer a game,
The heroin has saved the day!